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Abstract: VigilAgent is a methodology for the development of agent-oriented monitoring applications that uses agents as the key abstraction elements of the involved models. It has not been developed from scratch, but it reuses fragments from Prometheus and INGENIAS methodologies for modelling tasks and the ICARO framework for implementation purposes. As VigilAgent intends to automate as much as possible the development process, it exploits.

Model transformation techniques are one of the key aspects of the model-driven development approach. A model-to-model transformation is used to facilitate the interoperability between Prometheus and INGENIAS methodologies. Also, a model-to-text transformation is performed to generate ICARO code from the INGENIAS model. A case study based on access control is used to illustrate the fundamentals of the model-to-model and model-to-text transformations implemented in VigilAgent.
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1. Introduction

Model-driven development (MDD) (Beydeda et al., 2005) is having more and more attention for developing software. It revolves around raising the abstraction level at which the developer works to exploit the models as the cornerstone of the software development process. This has the following consequences for the development process: (1) more time is devoted to analysing and designing models; (2) the time necessary to perform coding tasks is reduced, as code generators are developed for the selected target platform, being programmers responsible for completing those parts of the systems that are not generated automatically; (3) the quality of the developed system is improved as the generated code (usually) does not have bugs; (4) productivity is improved as the time necessary for coding is reduced, so that more efforts are devoted to solving errors during early phases of the life cycle, avoiding in this way the snow ball effect; and (5) portability is improved as adopting a new technology just requires developing a new code generator. Indeed, the models are independent of any software implementation technology. Furthermore, MDD also provides interoperability among heterogeneous systems thanks to the specification of bridges among different technologies. In short, using a MDD approach for developing software applications offers important benefits in fundamental aspects such as productivity, portability, interoperability and maintenance (Kleppe et al., 2003; Schmidt, 2006).

In the MDD approach, the model transformation techniques (Czarnecki and Helsen, 2006) play a very relevant role. On the one hand, model-to-model (M2M) transformations turn a source model into a target model located in the same or different abstraction level. On the other hand, model-to-text (M2T) transformations are another key for MDD as they automate the last step of the process by generating the final source code of the system. Therefore, the difference between M2M and M2T transformations is the outcome obtained once they are run, as the former generates a model and the latter just generates a document in textual format, usually of string type.

Nowadays, security systems (Haering et al., 2008; Kumar et al., 2008; Räty, 2010) are being installed in environments such as bank, parking, highway and underground to protect humans from attacks or burglaries. The development of monitoring systems is a very complex task as they work in highly dynamic and heterogeneous environments. The development of monitoring systems is a very complex task as they work in highly dynamic and heterogeneous environments. Monitoring systems deploy several kinds of sensors that perform actions with a certain degree of autonomy to collect information about their surrounding area in the observed scenarios and to cooperate in the recognition of special situations in a semi-automatic way. The characteristics of autonomy and cooperation are often cited as the rationale of why multi-agent systems (MAS) are especially appropriate for monitoring tasks (Pavón et al., 2007; Patricio et al., 2008; Rivas-Casado et al., 2011). In fact, agent technology has been used in several monitoring systems (Gascueña and Fernández-Caballero, 2011) so far. However, to the best of our knowledge, they are usually developed following an ad hoc approach, that is, without a methodology that guides a stakeholder in achieving the quality standards expected from
commercial software. So, this paper proposes the exploitation of an agent-oriented software engineering methodology, named VigilAgent, to carry out well-documented monitoring applications throughout the different phases that make up the development process. Moreover, VigilAgent uses agents as the abstraction key element of the models specified to develop monitoring applications.

VigilAgent methodology has not been developed from scratch, but it reuses fragments from the Prometheus (Padgham and Winikoff, 2004) and INGENIAS (Pavón et al., 2005) methodologies for modelling tasks and the ICARO framework (Garito et al., 2008) for implementation purposes. VigilAgent implements an M2M transformation to facilitate a seamless transition from Prometheus models to INGENIAS models as they do not use a common modelling language to specify MAS applications. Moreover, VigilAgent applies an M2T transformation to generate ICARO code from INGENIAS models. Thus, VigilAgent takes advantage of one of the aspects of the MDD approach, namely model transformation. This paper focuses on describing the fundamentals of the M2M and M2T transformations implemented in VigilAgent.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 presents a brief discussion about some of the most relevant works developed in this area. In Section 3, an overview of the phases that the VigilAgent methodology entails, explaining why Prometheus, INGENIAS and ICARO have been integrated, is offered. Then, Section 4 introduces a case study used to illustrate the M2M and M2T transformations implemented in VigilAgent. Section 5 describes the VigilAgent concepts used by the implemented M2M transformation by using examples extracted from the case study. Next, the implemented M2M and M2T transformations are described in Sections 6 and 7, respectively. Finally, Section 8 offers the main conclusions and hints for future work.

2. Related work

Several works have been already developed in the area of MAS that exploit model transformations to a greater or lesser scope. For instance, INGENIAS has been extended to support the application of M2M transformations (García-Magariño et al., 2011). Another related work is the ASEM modelling methodology (Spanoudakis, 2009), which employs the two types of transformations previously described (M2M and M2T) throughout its different phases. Moreover, it also uses a text-to-model transformation for reverse engineering purposes. Ayala et al. (2011) proposed M2M transformations to translate Pim4Agents (Hahn et al., 2009), a generic agent meta-model used at design phase, into Malaca, a platform neutral meta-model for agents proposed by Amor and Fuentes (2009).

Regarding M2T transformations, several works related to the MAS area are found in the literature. For instance, the INGENIAS methodology provides the possibility to specify and run M2T transformations using a mechanism devised by INGENIAS developers (Pavón et al., 2006). Similarly, a tool developed by Kardas et al. (2009) supports the execution of M2T transformations specified with MOFSCRIPT (OMG, 2011) to automatically generate code for two different agent platforms. The main difference between them is that the former uses models from a higher abstraction level than the latter. Taom4E (Morandini et al., 2011), a tool for the development of software following the TROPOS methodology (Morandini et al., 2008), includes functionalities to generate code for Jadex language (Braubach et al., 2005). Domain Specific Modeling for Multiagent Systems (Dsm4mas) Development Environment (DDE) (Warwas and Hahn, 2009) is an environment for the development of MAS based on a domain specific modelling language for MAS that supports code generation for JACK (Winikoff, 2005) and JADE (Bellifemine et al., 2007) languages.

The identified methodologies internally use M2M transformations to facilitate the transition among different phases. However, the proposal presented in this work is the exploitation of M2M transformations to implement the transition between models used by different methodologies, facilitating their integration.

3. Description of the VigilAgent methodology

As aforementioned, VigilAgent has been defined to ease the development of agent-oriented monitoring applications. This aim entails five phases that are briefly described as follows:

1. System specification. In this phase, the analyst specifies both the requirements and the environment of the system in hand. They are obtained after several meetings arranged with the customers.
2. Architectural design. During this phase, the system architect determines what kind of agents the system needs and how the interaction between them has to be.
3. Detailed design. The agent designer and application designer collaborate to specify the internal structure of each entity that makes up the system with regard to the architecture produced in the previous phase.
4. Implementation. The software developer generates and completes the application code.
5. Deployment. The deployment manager opens out the application according to a specified deployment model.

At this point, several issues have to be spelled out about the identified phases. First, the phases named system specification and architectural design in VigilAgent correspond to the two first phases of the Prometheus methodology (Padgham and Winikoff, 2004). Another important detail is that the third phase of VigilAgent, named detailed design, uses INGENIAS models (Pavón et al., 2005) in its definition. Finally, notice that the code generated by VigilAgent is for its deployment in the ICARO framework (Gascueña et al., 2010). Several reasons have conducted to this integration:

- One of the main advantages of the exploitation of Prometheus is the guidelines offered to identify both the agents and their interactions. Another advantage of Prometheus is the explicit use of the scenario concept, which is also widely exploited in the monitoring domain. Indeed, a monitoring application is developed to deal with a collection of scenarios. Nevertheless, notice that the last phase of Prometheus has not been integrated in VigilAgent because it focuses on belief-desire-intention (BDI) agents and how the entities obtained during the design are transformed into concepts used in a specific agent-oriented programming language named JACK (Bordini et al., 2005). This means, in principle, a loss of generality. However, INGENIAS does
facilitate a general process to transform models specified during the design phase into executable code. Unfortunately, INGENIAS does not offer guidelines to identify the entities of the model, but the developer’s experience is necessary for their identification. Therefore, VigilAgent methodology is not developed from scratch but integrates facilities of Prometheus and INGENIAS to take advantage of both.

- Regarding the implementation phase, the ICARO framework has been selected because it already provides high-level software components that facilitate the development of agent applications. Also, it is independent of the agent architecture, that is, the developer creates new architectures for their integration in the framework. This is a clear difference regarding other agent frameworks such as JACK or JADE (Bordini et al., 2005), which provide a middleware to establish the communications among agents instead of an extensible architecture. An additional advantage is that this framework already implements functionalities to automatically carry out component management, application initialization and shutdown, which are not usually provided by other frameworks. Thus, the ICARO framework enables the developers to reduce their workload and guarantee that all components are under control.

A comparison between the agent-oriented methodologies previously cited and other agent methodologies, as well as a comparison between ICARO and other agent programming languages, has recently been introduced (Gascueña et al., 2011).

Lastly, different tools support the development of monitoring applications according to the VigilAgent phases. First, the Prometheus design tool (PDT) (Padgham et al., 2008) is used during the system specification and architectural design phases to specify the Prometheus model of the system. Then, the specified Prometheus model is transformed into an INGENIAS model by executing the M2M transformation with the Medini QVT tool (QVT, 2012), (Pardillo et al., 2010). Afterwards, according to the detailed design phase, the INGENIAS model generated is completed by using the INGENIAS development kit (IDK) (Gómez-Sanz et al., 2008). Finally, the detailed INGENIAS model is transformed into code for the ICARO framework by running our INGENIAS ICARO framework (IIF) generator on the IDK.

4. Case study: access control

Access control is the usual and basic term used for monitoring and controlling the entrance to and exit from a specific area. In a previous work (Gascueña et al., 2011), we illustrated how to use VigilAgent to develop an intelligent system for access control. It automatically controls entrances/exists of humans to/from an enclosure throughout the installed modules (see Figure 1(a)). Each one of the modules enables the entrances and exits according to their configuration and is composed of the following elements (see Figure 1(b)): a reader device, an automatic door, a contact sensor and an infrared sensor. To go in/out of the enclosure throughout a module, the user inserts a ticket into the reader device that the system verifies against the users’ database. Then, a light-emitting diode (LED) illuminates in green if the user is authorized; otherwise, it illuminates in red. If the user is authorized, then the door is opened and closed once the user has crossed the door or too much time has elapsed.

In addition, the system collects and shows statistics to the guard about the number of humans crossing each door and the number of humans located inside the enclosure by using the infrared sensor installed in each module. It has also to control anomalous situations, such as tailgating or when a human blocks a door that the system has opened. A tailgating situation is detected when a cunning human crosses a door that has been opened by a user correctly authenticated. The system also shows the state of the devices and offers the guard the possibility of disabling a module if its door remains closed despite having correctly authenticated a user.

Sections 6 and 7 focus on providing a detailed description about the fundamentals of the M2M and M2T transformations implemented in VigilAgent by using examples of the presented case study. Previously, a summary of the final system overview diagram of the access control system obtained as result of the architectural design phase is introduced in the following section.

5. System overview diagram

The system overview diagram is the final artefact obtained as result of the two first phases of VigilAgent, that is, the system specification and architectural design phases (Gascueña et al., 2011). It provides an overview of the internal system architecture and is the starting point to execute the transformations explained in the following sections. Figure 2
shows the system overview diagram of the case study presented in the previous section. Several kinds of entities are used to describe this diagram:

- **Agent.** It is ‘an entity that performs a specific activity in an environment that is aware of and responds to changes’ (Sterling and Taveter, 2009). The communications between the identified agents are summarized as follows. All agents that perceive information captured by a device such as ReaderAg or DoorAg use CommunicatorAg as an intermediate agent to establish their communication. Moreover, the TailgatingAg and SabotageDoorAg agents, responsible for detecting anomalous situations, use the knowledge offered by the InfraredSensorAg and ContactSensorAg agents related to the infrared and contact sensors, respectively, to carry out their tasks.

- **Percepts.** The information that comes from the environment is identified as percepts. In Figure 2, examples of percepts are the code associated to the card introduced by the user into the reader (Ticket_p) and the signal captured by the infrared device when its beam is broken (BrokenBeam_p).

- **Actions.** Every operation that the system requests to the actors is identified as an action. Examples of actions are the OpenDoor_a and CloseDoor_a commands issued to open and close a door, respectively, and the NotifySabotagedDoorByUser_a and NotifyTailgating_a alert messages displayed on the user interface to notify that an anomalous situation occurred.

- **Data.** Data are either information managed by agents or beliefs representing their knowledge about the environment or themselves. For example, the BDD data validate every introduced ticket. It is worth noting that data have different granularity. For instance, in the access control case study, Traffic data is used to count how many people cross each module, OccupationLevel data is employed to have control on the enclosure capacity level and ModuleConfiguration data is utilized to determine if a user goes in or out the enclosure.

- **Actors.** An actor is an external entity – human or software/hardware – that interacts with the system. In the access control case study, an actor is specified for each device of a module (reader, door, infrared and contact sensors). There is also a Central_A actor (see Figure 3) representing the user interface that supports the human interaction with the system, that is, it shows the monitored activities to the security guard and the commands he or she can send to the system to enable/disable modules. Moreover, the actors specified in the interaction protocols are also used in the system overview diagram. For instance, the Infrared_A and Central_A actors are specified in the Tailgating_IP interaction protocol shown in Figure 3. This interaction protocol is also identified in the system overview diagram illustrated in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: System overview diagram.](image)

![Figure 3: Tailgating interaction protocol.](image)
• Message. This entity is used in the interaction protocols to represent a communication among agents. For instance, the BrokenBeam message, shown in Figure 3, communicates that the infrared sensor beam has been broken.

• Interaction protocols. These are a graphical representation that shows (1) interactions among agents and (2) interactions among agents and the environment. It should be highlighted that percepts are originated by actors that communicate with agents, whereas actions describe a communication of agents with actors. For example, Figure 3 details the internal structure of the Tailgating_IP interaction protocol, a sub-protocol of Access_IP. As can be noticed, it involves two agents (InfraredSensor_Ag and Tailgating_Ag) and two actors (Infrared_A and Central_A) that interact to detect a tailgating situation. This situation happens when a door remains open even though an authorized person has already crossed it and the related infrared sensor has been activated once. At this moment, when the InfraredSensor_Ag agent perceives that the infrared sensor beam is broken again, a new crossing through the module is counted (IncreaseTrafficCounter_a), the number of people inside the enclosure is updated (IncreaseOccupationCounter_a) and the detection is communicated to the Tailgating_Ag agent sending a BrokenBeam message. Finally, the Tailgating_Ag agent notifies the Central_A actor an unauthorized access by means of the NotifyTailgating_a action. This checking is carried out until the ContactSensor_Ag agent notifies the Tailgating_Ag agent that the door is closed thanks to the Access_IP protocol. The defined Tailgating_IP interaction protocol detects unauthorized entrances and exists.

6. Model-to-model transformation: from Prometheus to INGENIAS

The M2M transformation from Prometheus to INGENIAS is one of the major aspects and contributions of our VigilAgent methodology. The proposed mappings have mainly been inferred from the documentation of the Prometheus and INGENIAS methodologies, the entities and their relations supported by the PDT and IDK tools, and our own experience (Gascueña and Fernández-Caballero, 2007, 2011). The process of identification of mappings consists in analysing each Prometheus concept and inferring how it can be modelled using an INGENIAS equivalent structure. Franklin and Graesser (1996) defined an autonomous agent as ‘a system situated within and a part of an environment that senses that environment and acts on it, over time, in pursuit of its own agenda and so as to effect what it senses in the future’. This definition has been exploited to identify the key concepts that must be taken into account to specify the mappings between INGENIAS and Prometheus: the agent’s perception and action, the exchanged messages to satisfy its objectives and the information to be recorded about both its environment and itself. The next sections describe four conceptual mappings to transform the structures that involve percepts, actions, messages and data related to agents.

The conceptual mapping has been automated specifying an M2M transformation by using the QVT language (OMG, 2008). This language has been selected as it offers characteristics such as directionality and traceability, which are not available in other languages such as ATL (Jouault et al., 2008) or XSLT (Tidwell, 2008). The first characteristic means that transformations are executed in both directions, whereas the second one enables to generate a traceability model that establishes relationship among the involved models. Navarro (2007, p. 248) has introduced a comparison illustrating why QVT is the most complete option to perform model transformations versus other model transformation languages, according to the analysed features. Currently, in VigilAgent, a transformation has been defined to generate INGENIAS models from Prometheus models, but in the next future, we want to take advantages of these features to exploit the traceability both top-down and bottom-up between Prometheus and INGENIAS models.

In the following, Entity 1 – RelationX➔ Entity 2 notation is used to specify that Entities 1 and 2 are related through the relation RelationX. The direction of the arrow is a graphical representation of the relation that links both entities. In the figures that describe the identified mappings, dotted arrows have been used to stand out how the Prometheus entities are transformed into equivalent INGENIAS entities. Moreover, a table below each figure provides information about the related models. Finally, the notation to represent the entities used in PDT and IDK is shown in Figure 4.

6.1. Mapping Prometheus percepts

A Prometheus percept is a piece of information from the environment received through a sensor. Percepts are sent by actors (Actor➔Percept) and are received by agents (Percept➔Agent). The relations between actors and percepts (Actor➔Percept) are specified in the Prometheus interaction protocol diagrams and the relations between percepts and agents (Percept➔Agent) are described in the Prometheus system overview diagram. Figure 5 depicts an example of their use for the access control case study. It shows how InfraredSensor_Ag agent perceives from the environment that a beam has been broken, that is, the Infrared_A actor sends a BrokenBeam_P percept, containing the captured signal by the infrared device, to the InfraredSensor_Ag agent.

Figure 4: Graphical representation of Prometheus and INGENIAS entities.
In INGENIAS, if a software and/or hardware element interacts with the system in hand and cannot be designed as an agent, then it is specified as an application. According to the second consistency criterion of the INGENIAS environment model, every agent that perceives changes in the environment must be associated to an application in the environment model. Therefore, as arrow 1 in Figure 5 shows, every percept of a Prometheus agent is mapped to an operation of an INGENIAS application.

A Prometheus percept has a field, Information carried, to specify the carried information. If Information carried is null, then, as depicted by arrow 2 in Figure 5, this is described in INGENIAS as a type of event named ApplicationEvent, which is associated to the EPerceives relation established between the agent and the corresponding application. If Information carried is not null, then ApplicationEventSlots is used instead of ApplicationEvent (e.g. to translate the Ticket_P percept). Notice that Prometheus agent and actor concepts are directly mapped to INGENIAS agent and application concepts (see arrows 3 and 4 in Figure 5, respectively). The basic elements of these equivalencies are graphically and textually summarized in Figure 5.

6.2. Mapping Prometheus actions

A Prometheus action represents an interaction between an agent and its environment. This is represented in Prometheus through the structure Agent ➔ Action ➔ Actor. For instance, Figure 6 illustrates that a TailgatingAg agent sends a NotifyTailgating_a action to the Central_A actor to display an alert message on the user interface that notifies a tailgating situation. Therefore, a Prometheus action on the environment is transformed into an operation of an INGENIAS application specified in the INGENIAS environment model (arrow 1 in Figure 6). In addition, an Agent – ApplicationBelongsTo ➔ Application relation is established to specify that an agent uses an application. All these information are summarized in Figure 6.

6.3. Mapping Prometheus data

In Prometheus, data represent either external information used by an agent or beliefs describing the agent’s knowledge about the environment or itself. It is worth noting that data both represent a simple data type (e.g. a string or Boolean)

Figure 5: Mapping Prometheus percepts into INGENIAS.

Figure 6: Mapping information related with Prometheus actions into INGENIAS.
or a complex data type (e.g. database). Figure 7 shows one of the data used in the access control case study. As it can be observed, the ReaderAg agent writes and reads information on the user’s database (BDD data) to check whether the ticket introduced by a user is valid or not. In the Prometheus system overview diagram, the relations Agent → Data and Data → Agent express that an agent reads and writes a data, respectively. In the INGENIAS environment model, those Prometheus data with a coarse granularity (e.g. a database or a complex data structure to store non-persistent information) are translated to the interaction unit. Figure 7 shows one of those equivalencies. Notice that the INGENIAS application is not the data itself but the entity that provides methods for its management (arrow 1 in Figure 7). All these equivalencies are graphically and textually summarized in Figure 7.

6.4. Mapping Prometheus messages

A Prometheus message represents a communication among agents. When the system overview diagram and interaction protocols are specified, the AgentS → Message → AgentT structure is used to represent that the AgentS sends a Message to the AgentT. For instance, it can be observed in Figure 8 that the ReaderAg agent sends a ValidIdentification message to the CommunicatorAg agent with information useful to start the process of opening the door because the user has been properly authenticated. In INGENIAS, the term interaction unit is used instead of message (arrow 1 in Figure 8). Thus, it has been considered that AgentS UIInitiates — InteractionUnit — UIColaborates → AgentT in the INGENIAS interaction model is the equivalent structure. If the message contains some information, then this is expressed in INGENIAS by means of a FrameFact included in the interaction unit. Figure 8 summarizes these equivalencies.

6.5. Automating the Prometheus-to-INGENIAS transformation

As stated before, the QVT relations language has been used to define the transformation prometheus2ingenias, which allows us to execute the mappings previously described in an automatic way. Medini tool (QVT, 2012) is the engine used to execute this transformation. Five inputs are required by Medini to execute the prometheus2ingenias transformation: the Prometheus meta-model, the Prometheus model to be transformed, the INGENIAS meta-model, the name of the INGENIAS model to be generated and the transformation defined using QVT relations. The basic idea of a meta-model is to identify the main concepts and their relations of a given problem domain that are used to describe models of that domain. Both Prometheus and INGENIAS meta-models have been described using Ecore (Steinberg et al., 2009), a language to describe meta-models.

As shown next, the prometheus2ingenias transformation has two typed candidate models: pro represents any model that conforms to the Prometheus meta-model (Gascueña et al., 2012), and ing represents any model that conforms to the INGENIAS meta-model (Fuentes-Fernández et al., 2010).

```
transformation prometheus2ingenias (pro:prometheus, ing:ingenias_model)
```

A transformation is made up of a set of relations, specifying each of them one or several mappings between the candidate models. For example, the MapDataToApplication and MapAgentToAgent relations have been specified to automate the mapping described in Section 6.3 and are illustrated next:

- The MapDataToApplication relation has two domains, pro and ing, which are previously specified in the declaration of the transformation. The relation imposes a pattern on every domain, describing the constraints to be satisfied by the elements of the involved model. When the elements contained in each candidate model simultaneously fulfill their corresponding patterns, then the matching happens, and the relation is successfully executed; otherwise, it fails, and it is not executed. In the pro domain, the relation establishes that every Prometheus data (i.e. all elements of type data) must be retrieved to be used. But, the pattern also imposes a condition that defines that name and description of these data are bound to the nd and ded variables, respectively. Simultaneously, in the ing domain, every INGENIAS application (i.e. all elements of type Application) has the attributes id and description bound to the same variables nd and ded. It can also be observed that this relation has a when clause, which describes a condition that must be...
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Figure 7: Mapping information related with Prometheus data into INGENIAS.
held before the relation can be successfully applied. In this case, the when clause specifies that the relation is only applied for data entities, which have a defined data type equals to `DB` string.

```
top relation MapDataToApplication {
    nd : String;
    checkonly domain pro d:prometheus::Data {
        name = nd,
        description = ded
    };
    enforce domain in: ap:ingenias_model::entities::Application {
        _view_type = 'INGENIAS',
        id = nd,
        description = ded,
        specification = spec:ingenias_model::
            specification::Specification(name = '')
    };
    when:
        (not d.dataType.occursUndefind()) and
        d.dataType.trim().equalsIgnoreCase('DB');
}
```

In QVT relations, a relation can be defined either to check the models for consistency or to enforce the consistency by modifying the model selected as target. Therefore, every pattern can be evaluated using two different modes: checkonly, which just checks if the pattern is satisfied, reporting an inconsistency otherwise, and enforce, which first checks whether the pattern is satisfied and then creates, modifies or erases elements in the target model, as it is necessary to ensure the consistency. In the `MapDataToApplication` relation, the pro domain has been marked as checkonly, but the ing domain has been marked as enforce. This means that when the transformation is executed, it is checked whether there are elements in the target INGENIAS model that satisfy the `MapDataToApplication` relation, that is, the pattern described for its ing domain. If this is not the case, elements in the target INGENIAS model will be created, deleted or modified to enforce the consistency. This allows either to generate the target INGENIAS model or to check whether inconsistencies emerge between the generated INGENIAS and the Prometheus source models.

```
top relation MapAgentToAgent {
    nagp : String;
    dcmpbrtr : String;
    checkonly domain pro agp:prometheus::Agent {
        name = nagp,
        description = dcmpbrtr
    };
    enforce domain in: ap:ingenias_model::entities::Agent {
        _view_type = 'INGENIAS',
        id = nagp,
        description = dcmpbrtr,
        specification = spec:ingenias_model::
            specification::Specification(name = '')
    };
    where:
        MapAgentWrittenToApplication[agp, spec];
        MapAgentReadToApplication[agp, spec];
        MapAgentGenMessageToULinitiates[agp, spec];
        MapAgentReceivedMessageToULCollaborators[agp, spec];
        MapAgentActionToApplicationBelongsTo[agp, spec];
        MapAgentPerceptToPurposeV[agp, spec];
        MapAgentPerceptToPerceivesV[agp, spec];
}
```

In QVT relations, a relation can be defined either to check the models for consistency or to enforce the consistency by modifying the model selected as target. Therefore, every pattern can be evaluated using two different modes: checkonly, which just checks if the pattern is satisfied, reporting an inconsistency otherwise, and enforce, which first checks whether the pattern is satisfied and then creates, modifies or erases elements in the target model, as it is necessary to ensure the consistency. In the `MapDataToApplication` relation, the pro domain has been marked as checkonly, but the ing domain has been marked as enforce. This means that when the transformation is executed, it is checked whether there are elements in the target INGENIAS model that satisfy the `MapDataToApplication` relation, that is, the pattern described for its ing domain. If this is not the case, elements in the target INGENIAS model will be created, deleted or modified to enforce the consistency. This allows either to generate the target INGENIAS model or to check whether inconsistencies emerge between the generated INGENIAS and the Prometheus source models.

The interpretation of the `MapAgentToAgent` relation is similar to the previous one. Let us highlight that a where clause has been defined to specify a condition that must be held once, the relation has been successfully executed. This is where clause specifies that other relations have to be called once the relation `MapAgentToAgent` is satisfied. For example, `MapAgentWrittenToApplication` and `MapAgentReadToApplication` relations establish the connections between the agents and applications related to the data conceptual mapping.
modules can be found in Pavón et al. (2006), along with the changes made in the implementation. A detailed discussion about the relations found between the INGENIAS and ICARO concepts, and Sections 7.2 and 7.3 describe the modules developed to provide the ability to generate and update code from INGENIAS specifications aligned with the identified conceptual relations. Finally, a new module has been developed to provide the ability to upgrade the specification of a model according to the changes made in the implementation. A detailed description of the general process for developing IDK modules can be found in Pavón et al. (2006). The next section provides a description about the relations found between the INGENIAS and ICARO concepts, and Sections 7.2 and 7.3 describe the modules developed to generate and update code for ICARO, respectively.

7. Model-to-text transformation: from INGENIAS to ICARO framework

The M2T transformation from INGENIAS to ICARO is the other major contribution of the VigilAgent methodology. The development of IDK modules to support ICARO as the target platform for the implementation of multi-agent system applications has followed a bottom–up approach. First, the INGENIAS structures necessary to specify all the concepts and relations of an application implemented in ICARO have been identified. Then, a module has been gradually developed, which automates the task of ICARO code generation from INGENIAS specifications aligned with the identified conceptual relations. Finally, a new module has been developed to provide the ability to upgrade the specification of a model according to the changes made in the implementation. A detailed description of the general process for developing IDK modules can be found in Pavón et al. (2006). The next section provides a description about the relations found between the INGENIAS and ICARO concepts, and Sections 7.2 and 7.3 describe the modules developed to generate and update code for ICARO, respectively.

7.1. Conceptual relation between INGENIAS and ICARO

First, it is worth describing some details of the figures used in this section to illustrate the relationship between INGENIAS and ICARO. The left side of the figures provides the notation used to express a fragment by using INGENIAS, whereas the right side of these figures corresponds to the notation chosen to express the same fragment of a model using ICARO concepts. Any communication between the components implemented to develop an executable ICARO application is summarized as follows. First, an event is an entity for exchanging information between the producer of the event and the potential receivers. An event is used for communication and information delivery from a resource to its agent or among agents. Thus, an event sends events through its use interfaces, and similarly, a resource also employs the use interface of an agent to send an event. Second, an agent uses the use interface of a resource to request the services (methods) offered.

From our point of view, the INGENIAS concepts of agent and application can be mapped to the ICARO concepts of reactive application named agent and resource, respectively. For example, when an ApplicationBelongsTo relationship is established between an agent and an application, it is understood that the agent uses the services offered by the resource (see Figure 9). In particular, the actions that the agents execute on the environment are represented by this structure. Services are modelled as application methods. In ICARO, a resource sends information to an agent. However, in INGENIAS, an agent perceives information from an application (see Figure 10). For this reason, the following mappings have been established: (1) for every INGENIAS EPerceives relationship between an agent and an application modelled as an event of type ApplicationEvent (to denote that such event has no information), a signal between the corresponding ICARO resource and agent is established, and (2) for every INGENIAS EPerceives relationship between an agent and an application modelled as an event of type ApplicationEventSlots (to denote that such event does have information), an ICARO entity event is created to specify the sending of such information between the corresponding ICARO resource and agent.

In INGENIAS, the communication among agents is specified using an entity of type InteractionUnit related to the producer and consumer agents by means of relationships UInitiates and UCollaborates, respectively (see Figure 11). If the producer agent sends information, then this is included in the interaction unit by means of an entity of type FrameFact, which contains the necessary slots to transport it. This is graphically denoted in the interaction unit because it shows an Info attribute (the value shown is the identifier of the FrameFact). This communication is mapped to ICARO by creating an entity event to specify the sending of such information between the corresponding ICARO agents.

Conversely, if the INGENIAS producer agent does not send information, then the interaction unit does not include a FrameFact. This communication will be mapped to ICARO by creating a signal between the corresponding ICARO agents.

The behaviour of an ICARO reactive agent is specified by means of an automaton. This is generated in an automatic way from the INGENIAS state diagram of the related INGENIAS agent. In particular, the following five structures, available in INGENIAS state diagram, have been identified to generate any ICARO automaton (see Figure 12):

- To generate the ICARO initial state, a starts relationship between an INGENIAS InitialNode entity and the initial state must exist.
- To generate an ICARO final state, an INGENIAS ends relationship has to be specified from the final state to the EndNode entity.
- To generate a transition between two different states in ICARO, an INGENIAS WFollowGuarded relationship between the corresponding states has to be specified using the syntax event/semantic action in its Condition attribute. The event represented in the INGENIAS state diagram is related to an ApplicationEvent or ApplicationEventSlots
Figure 9: Modelling an agent using resource’s services.

Figure 10: Modelling an agent’s perception.

Figure 11: Modelling a communication among agents.

Figure 12: Modelling an agent’s automaton.
entity when the event is sent by a resource (see Figure 10) or to an InteractionUnit entity if the event is sent by an agent (see Figure 11).

- INGENIAS does not enable to explicitly represent relationships that cycle over the same entity. To fix this issue, the fourth structure has been considered: (1) a copy of the state to be iterated over is made; (2) a WFollowGuarded relation is established from the copied state to the original state; and (3) a transition is specified following the syntax described in the previous structure. This INGENIAS structure is transformed to ICARO by specifying a cycle over the same state.

- Universal transitions of the automaton of an ICARO reactive agent are valid for any state of the automaton. This means that when the finishing event happens, its related actions are executed and the next state is reached, regardless of the automaton current state. To represent universal transitions in INGENIAS, the adopted solution is to use a state that is always named UniversalState and plays the role of the source state of a universal transition. Obviously, UniversalState cannot be used for a different purpose in any automaton.

Finally, notice that the agent’s name is assigned to the state diagram as a criterion to identify the agent’s behaviour.

In ICARO, the organization of an application is described by means of deployment diagrams where the number of instances of each type of agent and resource is specified. However, taking into account that ICARO resources are generated from INGENIAS applications and that the number of INGENIAS application instances cannot be specified in INGENIAS deployment diagrams, an alternative solution is taken, namely to use INGENIAS environment models. These models are specified carrying out the following steps: (1) copy all the agents and applications in an environment model; (2) relate them to entities of type UMLComment; and (3) set the attribute text of UMLComment to the number of instances to be deployed. Obviously, this process is repeated to create as many deployment configurations as necessary.

### 7.2. Code generation

To generate code for the ICARO framework, the IIF generator IDK module has been developed. For this aim, the IIFGenerator class has been extended so that its constructors and methods and parameters of these classes is automatically generated as well.

The IDK templates for code generation have both source code written in the programming language of the target platform and tags to establish where the model information is used during the generation of code. The kinds of tags to be used in an IDK template are very limited (Gómez-Sanz, 2008): program is the main tag of the document, repeat means that the text enclosed by this tag has to be copied and pasted to have a duplicate, v represents a variable and $saveTo$ is used to save the enclosed text into a file. Therefore, it can be stated that the IDK code generation technology is more straightforward and easy to learn than other technologies for code generation, such as XSLT (Williams, 2009), Java Emitter Template (Vogel, 2009) or XPAND (Gronback, 2009). However, IDK exhibits a disadvantage: it does not allow developers to reuse templates so that fragments have to copied and pasted to be reused, thus hindering the code generator maintainability.

Next, the elements used by the IIF module to generate code for the intermediate states of an ICARO reactive agent automaton are shown. With this aim, the automaton template specifies the following pattern: for each (first repeat) intermediate state defined by the intermediateState variable, generate code for each (second repeat) transition that starts from such an intermediate state.

### Table 1: Description of the templates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Template</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automaton</td>
<td>Used to generate an XML file with the automata agents code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic Action</td>
<td>Employed to generate the code of the classes that implement the agents’ semantic action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResourceGeneratorClass</td>
<td>Used to generate the code of the classes that implement the use interfaces of the resources. The code of methods and parameters of these classes is automatically generated as well.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResourceDeployment</td>
<td>Used to generate the code of the use interfaces of the resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Employed to generate an XML file with the organization of the ICARO application under development.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Finally, it is worth noting that the IIF module performs a matching between the templates and the data retrieved from the model. Next, following our example, the code generated by IIF is shown for an Infrared2 intermediate state and two transitions that start from it. The first one means that when the infrared beam is broken (BrokenBeam), then the agent remains in the Infrared2 state and executes a NotifyTailgating action to notify that a tailgating situation is happening. The second one means that TailgatingAg agent changes to WaitOpenDoor state when it is notified that the door has been closed again.

```
<state intermediateId="Infrared2">
  <transition input="BrokenBeam" action="NotifyTailgating"
    nextState="Infrared2"/>
<transition input="ClosedDoor" action="Null"
    nextState="WaitOpenDoor"/>
</state>
```

### 7.3. Code update

Another important aspect to consider when developing a code generator is to provide developers with facilities that prevent manually written code from being overridden by subsequent generator runs. The solution has been to integrate a facility in the IIF module for marking protected regions where the developers manually write code. The start and the end of a protected region is marked by means of comments. A file has as many protected regions as necessary, labelled each one with a unique identifier. For instance, the classes that implement the agents’ semantic actions have a protected region for each semantic action established in the state diagram that specifies the agent automaton. The following fragment of code shows an example of this type of region, where ACTIONID has to be replaced with the identifier of the related semantic action (e.g. NotifyTailgating).

```java
  //.onStart_nodeIDACCI:IONID:ACTIONID <--ACTIONID--
  //on_end_nodeIDACCI:IONID:ACTIONID <--ACTIONID--
```

The IIF module uses the specification of the model to generate code. Therefore, it is necessary to store a copy of the code manually written in the protected regions. In this way, each time the IIF module is run, each protected region is overridden with the code manually written by the developer.

Another module named ICAROTCodeUploader, in charge of synchronizing code and design, has been developed as well. When it is executed, the design specification is updated with the regions of the generated code. This module, unlike the IIF module, does not require templates for its definition.

### 8. Conclusions

The learning curve of VigilAgent can be steep at first because users must be used to different terms that have the same meaning depending on the technology used in each phase (Prometheus and INGENIAS for modelling and ICARO for implementation). However, this disadvantage is overcome thanks to the two transformations that are executed automatically. First, an M2M transformation executed by means of Medini automatically transforms Prometheus structures into their equivalent INGENIAS structures. Second, the M2T INGENIAS transformation generates code for the ICARO framework from INGENIAS models. It is worth pointing out that the time spent learning how to develop and implement the IIF and the ICAROTCodeUploader modules described in Section 7 was 2 months and 15 days. This effort is worth as new applications are modelled and implemented with an improved productivity. The main reason is that the time necessary for coding is reduced because the developer does not need to learn the structure, location and naming rules of ICARO applications files. The developer only has to manually write the body of both the resource methods and the agents’ semantic actions along with some auxiliary classes. The remaining code is automatically generated by using as input the INGENIAS models. We would also like to point out that the presented transformations have been validated in the context of two different applications developed with the VigilAgent methodology. These applications revolve around the problem of a robot team that patrols around a simulated surveillance environment to deal with the alarms that rise in such environment. The communications among robots are established by means of a blackboard in the first application (Gascueña et al., 2011). On the contrary, the second application (Gascueña et al., 2011) uses an explicit communication mechanism among robots to carry out the coordination tasks, that is, a robot explicitly sends messages to all other robots. A detailed description about the modelling phases using VigilAgent is provided in the previous references. The productivity for developing these applications was high. Indeed, most of the necessary code was automatically generated using as input the INGENIAS models during their development. Moreover, they were developed iteratively in a very easy way as the code manually written was automatically maintained thanks to the IIF module.

Finally, notice that our methodological proposal is named VigilAgent to expose one of the main motivations in our research lines: developing surveillance or vigilance (Vigil) systems using agent (Agent) technologies. However, let us highlight that the proposal can be applied in other application domains. The technologies used are of general purpose, that is, they are not tied to a specific domain. Thus, an interesting future work is to apply the methodology and proposed transformations in domains different from surveillance.
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